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Increasing video creation and
viewing
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Increasing heterogeneity
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File sharing systems

Centralized solutions

•Deal with content availability only
•Ignores content format
•E.g., BitTorrent, DC++

•Video encoding is highly compute intensive
•Centralized components will lead to bottleneck and single
points of failure

The solution

V-cloud architecture
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V-cloud internals
•Fully peer-to-peer architecture with no
centralized components
•Distributed encoding of videos performed
among donor peers
•Current locations of each file and file
metadata like fps etc. stored in peer-to-peer
key-value store with file id as key
•Peer responsible for a video acts as
coordinator for requests on that video
•Locality and peer capability(measured
using HPF+) considered for assigning
encoding tasks
•Peers having video are ranked based on
current HPF values
•Encoding performed on top-k peers

video encoding
share videos
and
computation

Evaluation
•Casssandra as key-value store with 5 donor
peers and parallel video requests(flv)
•Maximum number of peers for encoding(k)
varied from 1 to 5

Voluntary peers

Applications
•Sharing of video lectures, training modules
and technical talks within campuses, companies
etc.
•Elastic device-aware streaming of videos from
video-sharing websites

Future works
•Optimizations on peer/chunk selection
process, streaming, incentives and generic
abstraction for distributed stream processing
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